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ABSTRACT
We propose a false-path-aware statistical timing analysis frame-
work. In our framework, cell as well as interconnect delays are
assumed to be correlated random variables. Our tool can charac-
terize statistical circuit delay distribution for the entire circuit and
produce a set of true critical paths.
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B.8.2 [Hardware]: Performance Analysis and Design Aids

General Terms
Algorithm, Performance, Reliability

Keywords
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1. INTRODUCTION
With the continuous shrinking of VLSI devices, accurate pre-

diction of circuit performance is becoming an increasingly diffi-
cult problem. Factors such as process variations, noise sources,
modeling errors can significantly affect the performance of deep-
submicron designs, and these factors are all statistical in nature.
Therefore, the use of statistical methods for timing analysis [10,
11] seems to be inevitable in the near future. The use of statistical
models is equally important for path selection tools for maximizing
the probability of covering critical paths and for detecting defects
caused by delay disturbances [1, 2, 3]. These models allow consid-
ering various sources of delay variations and can result in a more
realistic set of critical paths for delay testing and timing valida-
tion. The importance of including power supply noise induced de-
lay variations into the statistical timing models and into the critical
path selection process has been demonstrated in [4].

Even though the potential benefits of using statistical models are
clear, a significant effort is required to develop models, tools and
algorithms for statistical analysis. One of the main difficulties is to
include false path analysis. The traditional timing analysis method-
ologies with false path analysis [5, 6, 7, 8, 9] are not easily extend-
able into the statistical domain. This is because, with statistical tim-
ing models, a path can be true in some circuit instances and false
in other instances. By definition, false paths are paths that cannot
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Figure 1: False-path-aware statistical timing analysis.

be sensitized under any input vector pair and hence including false
paths in circuit timing calculation may lead to unrealistic results.
The false paths can also result in waste of engineering resources
during the path selection process. In this paper, we present an effi-
cient false-path-aware statistical framework that can minimize the
negative effects of false paths on circuit performance estimation
and critical path selection for delay testing and timing validation.

Given the correlated delay pdfs (pin-pin cell or interconnect de-
lays), our goal is to estimate the true circuit delay distribution and
deliver a set of logically sensitizable (or simply ”sensitizable”), tim-
ingly critical (or simply ”critical”), and timingly true (or simply
”true”) paths. We differentiate between a path being sensitizable
and being true because the former considers only the functional
(logic) criteria for sensitizing a path while the later considers both
logic and timing (statistical timing) criteria for a path to be a long
path. For each path, our tool can report its probability of being crit-
ical, being true as well as being true and critical. This information
can be used to improve path selection for timing optimization and
delay testing. It also allows ranking the selected paths according to
their critical and true probabilities.

2. THE FRAMEWORK
The complete flow of our false-path-aware statistical timimg anal-

ysis and path selection framework is shown in Figure 1. It consists
of two phases. In the first phase, the objective is to select all log-
ically sensitizable long paths. Worst-case statistical timing infor-
mation is used to select the long paths [1]. In the second phase,
we process the paths in P to obtain their true timing information.
With this information, we can determine the circuit delay distribu-
tion and further eliminate timingly false paths The outputs of our
framework are the true signal timings of the refined set P and the
circuit delay distribution.

2.1 First Phase: Identifying Logically Sensiti-
zable Critical Paths

Critical paths are defined as paths whose delays exceed a cer-
tain percentage of the longest path delay (or exceed a predefined



cutoff period). Although there are several path selection tools [13,
14] available, these methods are based upon nominal or worst-case
cell/interconnect delays and cannot capture the statistical factors.
As a result, they may fail to select the right paths for devices whose
cells/interconnects are subject to delay variations.

To find the critical paths for statistical timing models, we first
find the critical nodes. In the beginning, our statistical timing anal-
ysis produces the worst-case signal timing random variables includ-
ing arrival times, required times and slacks (Figure 1). The slack
is used to determine if the node is critical or not. Since in the sta-
tistical framework, the arrival times, required times and slacks are
all random variables, a node could be critical in some circuit in-
stances but non-critical in others. Actually, the area of the slack
pdf in the negative region is the probability of the node being a
critical node. If the probability of being critical is 1 (with a cer-
tain confidence level), this node has a negative slack. It means for
all sampled circuit instances, this node is critical and hence it has
to be considered when selecting structurally long paths. On the
other hand, if the probability is 0, the node has a positive slack.
There is also a mixed-type node whose probability can be a non-
zero value (other than 1). Mixed-type nodes with slacks of higher
critical probabilities than the threshold set by the user will be in-
cluded in the path selection. Once slack distributions are produced
by the structurally worst-case statistical timing analysis tool, we
can construct paths from critical nodes such that all nodes on the
paths have non-zero probabilities of being critical. The above anal-
ysis finds all structurally long paths in the statistical domain. Next,
we want to find the logically true paths by checking the functional
sensitizability condition [12] for these paths. The outcomes of the
first phase are the set of logically sensitizable and structurally long
(critical) paths. However, a logically sensitizable path might not
be sensitizable in the timing sense, i.e., no vector can sensitize this
path such that it always dominates all on-path cell’s timing behav-
ior. Furthermore, the true delay of a structurally long path might
not be critical because the path is constructed from the worst-case
slack distributions. It is the responsibility for the second phase to
handle these two problems. In the following, we will discuss the
implementation details of the first phase process.

2.1.1 Statistical Timing Analysis
The statistical timing analysis is the core engine of our frame-

work.We adopt a cell-based approach in building our framework. It
requires pre-characterization of cells, i.e., extracting random vari-
ables for cell delays and output transition times. The input tran-
sition time and output loading of the cells are used as indices for
building these libraries. Since the goal of statistical timing analysis
is to describe the timing behavior of the circuit regardless of the
applied input patterns, we use the worst-case analysis in building
the cell libraries. The interconnect delay is also modeled as a ran-
dom variable and is pre-characterized once the RCs are extracted.
The random variables of the signal arrival times at cell/interconnect
outputs are computed using the information on the arrival and tran-
sition times of the cell fanins as well as the information on the
cell/interconnect delays [15]. Our framework uses Monte-Carlo-
based techniques to approximate the pdfs of the signal arrival times
for all internal signals and primary outputs. The convergence crite-
ria are decided based on desired accuracy of results.

2.1.2 Handling Correlations
In Monte Carlo sampling, we need to deal with the fact that the

cell/interconnect delay random variables are strongly correlated.
Our technique [1] to support correlations is to partition circuit into
several groups. We assume a common correlation factor among

SearchTrueCriticalPaths()
for each PO with a falling/rising transition

if (the prob. of the negative area of the PO slack > threshold
push the gate connected to PO into the stack

while (stack is not empty)
pop a gate from the stack
if (all fanins of the gate have been searched)

Backtrack to the previous gate
else // Extend a partial path

bool Successful = ExtendBySensitization(gate);
if (Successful) Successful=Implications();
if (Successful)

if (the current gate is a PI)
Print out the current found path
and its probability of being true and critical
Backtrack to the previous gate

else
for each fanin of the current gate:

if (the negative area of the slack > threshold)
push this fanin into the stack

else // Extend a partial path unsuccessfully
Backtrack to the previous gate

Figure 2: Identifying logically true and critical paths.

random variables of each group. Our method is to add an indepen-
dent random variable into the group of variables which share the
same correlation factor r. In the following, we use the case of two
random variables as an example. Let X = A+ t1C and Y = B+ t2C,
where A, B, C (C is standard normal pdf) are independent random

variables. It can be proved that t1 =
√

r
√

X̄2 and t2 =
√

r
√

Ȳ 2. In
the sampling process, we can simply sample values from A, B and
C (using sampling techniques for independent random variables)
and hence a sample of X and Y can be obtained.

2.1.3 Selection Algorithm for Logically True Paths
In this algorithm, The circuit is processed in a depth-first man-

ner from POs towards PIs level-by-level. At each level, the current
partial path is extended (if contains mixed-type slacks) and the sen-
sitization criteria (functional sensitization [12]) are checked. If the
criteria are satisfied, the process continues by further extending the
current partial path. If they are not satisfied, it means that none
of the paths that include the current partial path are true and the
algorithm backtracks to the previous level. The process, then, con-
tinues by trying a different partial path. Once a primary input has
been reached, a sensitizable and structurally true path is found. The
pseudo code for our path search algorithm is shown in Figure 2.

2.2 Second Phase: Identifying Timingly True
Critical Paths

A path is defined as a timingly true path for a circuit instance
if the transitions on the path cannot be invalidated by any other
off-input paths. In the statistical environment, the status of timing
conditions could be different from instance to instance. Therefore,
a path could be a true path in some instances and a false path in
others. Such a path would have a probability of being true between
0 and 1. Then the goal of this phase is to derive various proba-
blility values by performing statistical analysis on P set (Figure 1):
(1) the probability of a path being critical, i.e., the critical proba-
bility, pc, (2) the probability of a path being true (functionally and
timingly sensitizable), i.e., true probability, pt and (3) the proba-
bility of a path being true and critical, ptc. One possible method
for timing analysis in Phase 2 is to modify the statistical analysis
method in [16] to obtain the signal timing distributions (in the pa-
per the analysis is used to obtain diagnostic infomation). However,
probability values, pt and ptc, are not available in this scheme.

It is often useful to know what are the most critical true paths
among the selected paths, i.e., orders of long paths. Traditionally,
long paths are defined according to a fixed path delay (one circuit
instance). In our framework, the probability values pc, pt and ptc
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Figure 3: Statistical analysis of P.

can be used to rank the selected paths among themselves in a statis-
tical sense. The longest path in the statistical domain can be defined
as a path with the largest pc and nonzero pt . That means that it is
statistically a true longest path. In the case that there are paths with
the same pc, we propose to use ptc for further ordering of the paths.
Choosing a path with higher ptc will yield a higher probability to
sensitize a critical path.
2.2.1 Statistical Analysis of P

Details of the second phase algorithm is illustrated with the flow
chart in Figure 3. It is basically a Monte Carlo sampling technique.
In the beginning, the procedure collects all covered segments (cell
and interconnect delay elements) in P. This is to avoid getting two
samples for the same segment in the Monte Carlo run and also help
to maintain the correlations between segments using techniques de-
scribed in section 2.1.2. Maintaining the correlations is partic-
ularly important because the relative comparison of arrival times
will be incorrect if the correlations are not kept during calculation.

For a circuit instance, the delay of partial paths in P that con-
verges at a node will be compared and both the minimum and max-
imum of the partial delays will be stored for each node. Also, we
can obtain a true circuit delay sample using the same technique for
POs. It is to compare and store all complete path delays in P. By
the method described in the next section, all true timing properties
(pc,pt and ptc) can also be calculated.

2.2.2 Calculation of Probability Values
First, we define two events CP and TP for a circuit instance. The

CP event of which a path is critical is defined as CP = {∑Di −
cutoff time}, where i is the index running over all delay elements
on P, and Di is a sample of the distribution of the delay element i.
The event of TP of which a path being true for an instance is also
defined as follows. Assume that a and b are inputs to gate g in path
P and both a and b have transitions. And a is the on-path input (b
is a side-input to g). TP is the event that all gates on P satisfy each
of the following condition:

Tg = {∑Di < max arrival time(b)}if a is a controlling input,

Tg = {∑Di > min arrival time(b)}if a is a non-controlling input.

where i is the index running over all delay elements of the partial
path from PI to g on P. For gates that have more than two inputs,
this method is applied for each side-input. Counting these event oc-
currence for paths, we can derive the probability values for a Monte
Carlo sampling scheme. Note that for the event of a path being true
and critical is the conjuncture of the two events: {CP,TP}.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
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Figure 4: Delay distributions.

As described in the section 2, the framework (Figure 1) is a cell-
based statistical timing analysis. It requires pre-characterization of
cells. We use a Monte-Carlo-based SPICE (ELDO) [17] to extract
cell delays for a 0.25µm, 2.5V CMOS technology. The input tran-
sition time and output loading of the cells are used as indices for
building these libraries. The interconnect delay is also modeled as
a random variable. We perform 1000 runs of Monte Carlo analysis
for each phase.

Figure 4 demonstrates the results of our algorithm comparing to
a Monte-Carlo-based SPICE on a benchmark circuit, s1196. In
the Figure, the random variables are expressed as mean/σ, e.g.,
204.6 is the mean and 7.82 is the σ for the spice results. The
true circuit delay distribution obtained by our algorithm (the sec-
ond frame) represents a better statistical upper bounds of the re-
sults of the SPICE. On the other hand, the results of the statisti-
cal worst case analysis (third frame) give a pessimistic estimation
of the circuit performance. It shows that our algorithm has a bet-
ter estimation for this circuit than the traditional statistical timing
analysis tools which use only structural information. Note also that
typical static timing analysis tool will predict the circuit delays be-
yond the 3σ bound (261+3*8.6=286.8) of the structural statistical
worst case in the figure because these tools only use fixed worst-
case cell/interconnect delays. Even enhancing traditional tools with
false path pruning, the best figure can be obtained is still beyond the
3σ bound (226+7.54*3=248.6) of our ”True Circuit Delay”. More-
over, traditional timing analysis tools suffer from inability to target
the correct paths [2, 4]. Still the results in Figure 4 is about 12% be-
hide the SPICE results. It is because ”static” analysis is applied and
thus only ”worst-case” random variables for cells can be used. If
test vectors are generated for select paths and dynamic simulation
is performed, it is possible to match SPICE results more closely.

Circuit delays estimated by our algorithm and traditional worst-
case analysis under different correlation assumptions for a set of
ISCAS89 circuits are shown in Table 1. There is notable reduc-
tion of the estimated circuit delays for most circuits, especially for
s1196 and s38417. The mean of the true circuit delay for s5378 is
slightly larger than the one obtained by structural worst-case anal-
ysis, but on the other hand the σ is smaller. This means that we still
have better bound estimation for the circuit delay. It is interesting to
note that when correlation factors increase, the standard deviations
(σ) increase accordingly while the means decreases. This kind of
analysis and comparison is only available by our new algorithm.

From Table 1, one interesting observation can be made: some σ
values of true circuit delay are significantly smaller than those of
structural worst-case, especially when assuming independent delay
random variables. For s38417, σ=0.9 in the case of true circuit
delay is smaller than σ=2.1 for the structural worst case. Further
analysis reveals that the true circuit delay in this example is actu-
ally the collection distribution of 899 paths. All 899 paths have
non-zero probabilities of becoming the longest path and they are
almost equally long. On the other hand, for structural worst case



Table 1: Comparison of random variables for circuit delays with three different correlation factors.
independent cell/interconnect delays cell/interconnect delays cell/interconnect delays

with a correlation factor of 0.5 with a correlation factor of 0.9
structural worst-case structural worst-case structural worst-case

true circuit delay circuit delay true circuit delay circuit delay true circuit delay circuit delay
circuits mean σ mean σ mean σ mean σ mean σ mean σ
s1196 226.1 2.7 261.6 2.8 226.0 5.7 261.3 6.7 226.0 7.5 261.2 8.6
s5378 242.8 1.8 242.3 2.2 241.0 7.3 241.3 7.1 239.2 9.0 239.7 9.3
s9234 180.4 1.1 179.4 1.8 178.2 4.6 179.1 4.3 178.3 5.9 179.0 5.6
s13207 482.0 2.6 483.4 2.5 481.3 11.2 482.4 11.7 480.2 14.9 481.3 15.6
s15850 372.3 1.8 374.2 2.4 370.7 7.7 373.6 7.8 370.0 10.4 373.0 10.3
s35932 193.5 0.8 209.3 0.6 192.7 4.2 208.1 4.6 190.7 5.6 206.3 6.2
s38417 299.0 0.9 363.7 2.1 297.3 7.1 363.4 8.5 296.0 10.0 362.7 11.3
s38584 559.2 4.2 566.7 4.4 559.2 12.6 566.6 12.6 558.7 16.1 566.6 16.4

the circuit delay is only the composite of 64 paths. A larger number
of equally long paths means a higher probability for circuit delay
to concentrate in a smaller range and hence, a smaller σ.

Our framework (Figure 1) can also be used to select paths for
performance validation and delay testing. It will output compre-
hensive timing information associated with each selected path. We
compiled the number of selected paths in Table 2 for the outputs
of both phases in our framework. In the table, the third column
(”logically sensitizable path”) is the number of paths (P in Fig-
ure 1) after the first path selection phase. This is the number of
paths which are functionally sensitizable and possibly critical. And
the fourth column (”true and critical path”) is the number of paths
after the complete process is finished. This is the number of paths
that satisfy the following timing conditions: ptc(P) > 0 for each
path in P. It means that these paths are both timingly true and crit-
ical with respect to the cutoff period. We also listed in the second
column (”structurally long paths”) the number of paths which will
be outputed at the end of the first phase in Figure 1 without any
functional analysis to eliminate functionally unsensitizable paths,
i.e., they are only possibly critical paths. As it can be seen, while
the number of the logically sensitizable paths (column 3) is only a
fraction of the total possibly critical paths (column 2), the number
of the true critical path (column 4) is even smaller. This emphasizes
the importance of eliminating the false paths. This table also shows
that our algorithm runs efficiently for the benchmark circuits.

4. CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed an efficient statistical timing analysis algo-

rithm to analyze the true timing behavior of a circuit and select true
critical paths based on statistical delay modeling. Our framework
will provide a better estimation of the circuit delay by considering
the statistical cell/interconnect delay models and also the correla-
tions between the pdfs of the delay elements. Furthermore, for ap-
plications of path selection the framework can eliminate false paths
which are functionally unsensitizable and/or timingly invalidated
by other paths. The experimental results show that there is signifi-
cant reduction of paths if these false paths are eliminated. This tool
also provides the capability to order paths according to their proba-
bilities of being true and critical. For deep submicron designs with
large variations of different circuit parameters, this information is

Table 2: The number of selected paths by different methods
and CPU/MEM consumption of our algorithm.

# structurally # logically # true and cutoff CPU MEM
circuits long paths sensitizable path critical path time time (s) (Mbytes)
s1196 534 255 98 200 12.7 2.8
s5378 144 144 114 240 11.8 6.8
s9234 14 7 5 179 8.8 5.4
s13207 3571 926 221 470 55.9 19.8
s15850 8730 1728 281 370 96.9 11
s35932 56339 1664 576 190 207 39.5
s38417 29622 6506 1235 298 181 50
s38584 110 97 66 500 102 41

Note that the CPU time includes the time for both the path selection and and analysis
phase. The benchmarks are done on a PentiumIII 733MHz with 256M RAM.

crucial for circuit optimization, test generation for delay faults and
dynamic timing simulation.
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